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hether you are a freelance
judiciary interpreter or a staff
court interpreter, you will
find yourself working side by
side with Court Reporters. Interpreters work
with the Court Reporter in the courtroom as
well as in any sworn statement. Based on
our shared responsibility for the record,
Reporters are often a source of evaluation of
our performance for Judges and lawyers.
Court Reporting firms are frequently relied
upon to contract with freelance interpreters,
and your reputation with them can enhance
or reduce your
business.
So,
here’s an additional support
that can easily
add value to your
service and make
you stand out
with
Court
Reporters:
Provide
the
Reporter with the
spelling of foreign language
names and places
on a Spellings Page. It’s quick and easy to
do and it means so much to the Reporter
that you will be remembered for this courtesy. I have been providing these pages for
over 18 years but I still hear about interpreters who won’t offer to provide spellings
for the Reporter. Often, I am called by
Reporters to help with spellings from another interpreter’s job.
A full understanding of the Reporter’s job
is important for appreciating the value of
this service. What an interpreter sees on the
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job is just the tip of the iceberg. For every
hour of actual reporting for any statement
under oath, the Reporter faces at least another hour of editing before the transcript is
ready to be delivered. The Reporter is writing on a stenography machine in a language
called “Steno,” which is basically a phonetic
script of the syllables heard by the individual Reporter. For example the word “attorney” in steno could be written as “toern”,
while interpreter could be “interp.” Real
time reporters produce a near complete transcript aided by a program installed in their
laptop, which is
connected to
their stenography machine.
Their
laptop
screens show the
testimony
already
in
English because
they input case
specific terminology as part of
the
pre-job
preparation.
Since they are
unable to predict the pending testimony,
they need to add spellings afterwards.
Reporters often maintain a full dictionary
for technical and scientific terms and apply
them to long running case depositions and
statements. Even in the most contentious,
argumentative, English-only deposition or
courtroom proceeding, the transcript is thoroughly and efficiently produced. Courtroom
reporters will already have the specific case
names, but any new evidence offered in testimony that contains foreign language

names?
names will demand correct spellings.
A: Toyota, Beaters, Queasier, and
The time required for hunting down forJauntiest Jr.
eign language spellings can increase the
The exactness of the record is
workload for a Reporter.
Interpreters should also consider the required and regulated by the rules of
civil procedure, thus
accuracy of the record as
protecting each individpart of their responsibility.
Veteran Reporter Rick Based on our shared ual’s civil rights. This
example demonstrates
Smith of Charlotte Smith
responsibility
for
how testimony can be
Reporting in Houston,
incorrectly transcribed.
Texas points out that “for
both Reporters and inter- the record, Reporters In the discovery
process, the attorneys
preters the focus of our
are
often
a
source
may want to rely on
work is to be verbatim,
and for us Reporters the
of evaluation of our contact information. It
is doubtful any correentire transcript has to be
spondence would make
verbatim. I sign a certifiperformance for
it if addressed to
cate stating that what is
contained in the transcript
Judges and lawyers. “Ought To Sell It
Cover Your Bus”
is transcribed to the best of
Passage Value #1245,
my ability. That includes
correct spellings.” Another reporter Urban Nation Ant Eater Cruise Atlanta,
adds, “ If anything, interpreters provid- San Salvador, El Salvador.
Reporters are accustomed to noting
ing spellings make us look good by
helping to provide a complete and accu- an unclear word during witness testimony, but this interrupts their concentration
rate transcript.”
Consider the potential transcript result and flow. The Reporter is following
in a Spanish interpreted deposition when along and taking down what the interthe reporter hears the following testimo- preter is saying, but since we are comny. The witness, Juanaset Ismael pletely bilingual we will pronounce the
Covarrubios, states his address as Pasaje foreign language term in the source lanValle #1245, Urbanizacion Antiguo guage pronunciation without skipping a
Cuscatlan, San Salvador, El Salvador, beat. This often throws the Reporter off
and indicates that his wife’s name is for a second . . . unless they know in
Aracely, and his children are Toyoc, advance that you will be providing them
Beatriz, Cesar and Juanaset Jr. The with the correct spellings.
Here’s what you can do: Incorporate
qualified interpreter is pronouncing
these names of people and places in cor- the correct foreign language spellings
rectly accented Spanish, but this sounds of certain words into your note taking
like gibberish to the monolingual
Spellings needed
reporter. The transcript could look like
People’s names and nicknames
this:
Q: Please state your name for the
record.
Places (streets, towns, foreign comA: Jauntiest Israel CoverYour Bus
pany and agency names)
Q: Please state your address.
Titles: individual, employment, and
A: Passage Value #1245, Urban
degree.
Nation Ant Eater Cruise Atlanta,
San Salvador, El Salvador.
Currency
Q: Are you married?
A: Yes
Cultural events and traditions, dishes.
Q: What is your wife’s name?
A: Ought to Sell It
Q: And what are your children’s
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process. The Reporter will need both
the accurate spelling and the subject
matter to enable finding a term for
insertion in the transcript. Most such
terms will form part of the witness’s
response to certain questions. Since
most depositions follow a standard format of questioning, you can be prompted to copy the spelling as soon as you
hear the question. You can write the
word down while adding an indication
of the subject matter (for example,
“POB” for Place of Birth). Starring it
then will help you find it in your notes
afterwards. It is important, though, not
to delay your interpreting flow while
you are taking notes. Some interpreters
try to spell the words on the record,
which can interrupt the flow of questioning and the proceeding in general. It
begins to sound like a Spelling bee if too
many words are spelled on the record.
Practice beforehand will help you with
this double tasking process. It is reasonable for you to hurriedly write in “chicken scratch,” and then, at the end of the
deposition, copy your list onto a fresh
sheet of paper for the reporter to take.
After a few years of fumbling around
with my legal pad to make a clean list, I
started printing up special sheets for this
purpose. They have my name and contact information on them for further
questions. The two-column format has
the left column titled Topic and the right
column titled Spelling. I even found
lilac colored paper, which is easier on
the Reporters eyes.
Here is a suggested list of spellings
Question Topic
Personal history and family, co-workers, and other witnesses to incident.
Foreign residence and employment.
Be prompted by the Where? question.
Personal history, education, and profession. School and University
names.
Employment or purchases made in
foreign country.
Details about the incident. What
action was performed and why.
Continued on Page 4
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From the Administrator
Ken Wagner

Conference preparation is a time of hope and then panic.
Conference planners have visions of crafting a program that
has everything they wanted to see at past conferences while
still offering something in every imaginable subject area—in
both language directions. But then, as the deadline for proposal
submission approaches, months before the actual conference,
those nine 90-minute spots allotted to the JLD just don’t seem
to fill up.
Well, an organization and the events it sponsors are only as
good as its volunteers, and this organization must have some pretty good volunteers
because the JLD actually submitted more conference proposals than the time slots
allotted to it. By classifying one proposal under another category, we will be guaranteed to get all of our submissions on the program.
There are several reasons for this year’s success: 1) an aggressive, thoughtful, and
professional Conference Planning Committee, 2) totally unsolicited conference proposals from the ranks of JLD members, and 3) presenters from IJET-15 in Yokohama
willing to speak to the JLD in Toronto.
The Conference Planning Committee (Chair Aaron Ernst, Craig McGinty, and
Yoshiko Guy) employed tact, perseverance, and a knowledge of what beginning-toadvanced translators need in the way of professional development to pursue quality
presentations.
The JLD will have a special guest speaker at the Toronto conference: Dr. Ted
Goossen, a Japanese literature professor at York University in Toronto. Prof. Goossen
has translated works by Murakami Haruki, Shiga Naoya, Ibuse Masuji, and others,
and will give a presentation about Murakami Haruki.
Recruiting Prof. Goossen is the most harrowing tale from this year’s conference
preparations. Conference Planning Committee Member Yoshiko Guy was calling
around Toronto, trying to find a local Japanese literature expert willing to speak at the
conference. The first few people she talked to made it sound like there were no
Japanese literature professors at Toronto-area universities. Yoshiko eventually found a
Japanese language teacher who gives presentations on Japanese-Western cultural differences to regular lay people. The planning committee realized that that was not what
we were looking for and continued to look for a genuine Japanese literature professor.
When Yoshiko got through the administrative labyrinths at Toronto area universities
and actually found Prof. Goossen, it turned out that he knew the language teacher who
had considered talking to us, and Prof. Goossen seemed suspicious as to why we were
rejecting his friend. The committee and JLD administrators also were afraid the language teacher had felt we had already made some type of commitment to her (which
we hadn’t). On top of it all, Prof. Goossen had never heard of the ATA and really
couldn’t believe that there would be fifty people in one room who would really be
interested in the details of his Japanese literary adventures. After quite a few telephone calls back and forth between the literature professor and the language teacher,
and a lot of diplomacy and perseverance, Yoshiko eventually convinced Prof.
Goossen to talk to us. She also worked things out so well with the language teacher
that they ended up making plans to meet for dinner in Toronto.
In addition to there being a special guest speaker, the fluff has been eliminated
from the Toronto program. The annual meeting (the division’s business meeting) will
be pared down to 45 min, and the JLD Forum will be on hiatus this year.
Prof. Goossen is a non-ATA-member solicited to talk in his field of expertise.
Conference attendees will still benefit from the experience and expertise of JLD
members presenting in Toronto, however. Presentations by actual JLD members will
be: Trados memory management (Naoko Uchida); Japanese dialects (Robert Albon);
Using a speech to text feature for editing (Ben Tompkins); Translation for the entertainment industry [manga] (Kaz Sano); Idioms (Jim Davis); J<->E Certification
Workshop (Diane Howard and certification graders); Patent translation (Cliff Bender);
Court interpretation (Izumi Suzuki); Ethics panel (Gregor Hartman et al. Note: Some
ethics training is a continuing eduction requirement); Translating religious and philosophical writing from Japanese (Judy Wakabayashi); Online resources (Aaron Ernst);
JLD Annual Meeting (attendance required—just kidding, but it wouldn’t hurt).
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Continued from Page 2
the Reporter will need and the subject
matter in which they normally occur.
Even the most experienced interpreters
can improve their service. Smith tells the
story of working with an interpreter whose
interpreting skill impressed him but who
fell short in overall service.
“I asked him when he first got there if
he wouldn’t mind helping me out by
spelling the words that have to be on the
record in Spanish and to just write them

down for me before he left. Hours later,
when we finished, he was leaving and I
asked for the spellings. He said, ‘I thought
you were writing them down.’ It turns out
he had not written any down. I had to
explain to him that I can only spell them
out phonetically since I don’t speak
Spanish.”
Taking the extra few moments to provide this service makes a difference to
Reporters. And you will be remembered
for it.

Diane E. Teichman, a Licensed Court Interpreter
for the State of Texas and translator, has specialized
in legal work since 1980. A member of the ATA,
NAJIT, HITA, FLATA and AATIA, Diane was also the
first administrator of the Interpreters Division and the
editor of the Interpreters Voice. She is the Series
Editor for the book series Professional Interpreting in
the Real World (http://www.linguisticworld.com/
diane/multi_matters.htm). She can be reached at
ARTICLES@LINGUISTICWORLD.COM

Abilities Required in a Translator
By Ken Sakai

W

hen I recently talked with a
young Japanese translator,
she asked me a straightforward question, “what are the abilities
required to be a translator?” I thought
about it for a moment, and started to
explain, mentioning that there are
three abilities or qualities besides the necessary presumed language
skills. I told her that
those three abilities and
q u a l i t i e s ar e r eading
comprehension, knowle d g e , and com pu te r
skills. We did not continue this conversation any
further at the time, but I
started thinking about it
that night. I began wond e ri n g if thos e three
qualities are truly sufficient, and I could not fall
asleep. I ended up getting out of bed and writing down a
few more abilities required in a translator before forgetting them. After
that, I was finally able to sleep.
The first three attributes that I mention above are certainly essential abilities, so let me elaborate on each of
them. First of all, reading comprehension is all about understanding an
original document. The translation
process is about understanding the
true meaning of the document and
translating it into the target language.

In addition to this, however, the ability to ex p res s t h e s am e t o n e an d
nuance in the target language is also
crucial. In other words, there is a correlation between reading comprehension of an original document and the
ability to express the same meaning in
the target language.
T h erefo re, hav i n g
good Japanese reading comprehension
alone does not make
a good translator, if
the translator’s abilit y t o ex p res s t h e
m ean i n g o f t h e
Japanese in English
is poor.
Secondly, in terms
of knowledge, a
t ran s l at o r wi t h a
strong background in
a particular area of
s p eci al i zat i o n
is
advantaged, since areas of specialization are segmented nowadays. This
kind of translator is called a Subject
Matter Expert (SME) in the translation business. Being an SME translator in a particular area does not mean
he or she can translate well if he or
she does not have the necessary general knowledge, though. Because of this,
areas of specialization and general
knowledge should be considered and
evaluated together. Having both makes
a translator more valuable.

Energy, vitality,
and patience
are perhaps the
most important
and essential
qualities in
a translator.
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As for the third quality, computer
s k i l l s , d evel o p i n g t h e s e t a ke s a
tremendous amount of time and effort.
It is easy to say, “I can use Word and
Excel.” Both of these have many functions, however, and knowing how to
use all of them is easier said than
done. On a related note, translators
often encounter difficult to translate
technical terms from other fields. In
the past, translators could not look up
these terms even by consulting an
encyclopedia or going to a public
library. These days, however, anybody
can look up almost anything instantly
using an Internet search engine. Some
people are called “search experts,” but
knowing how to conduct research on
the Internet has become one of the
most important abilities a translator
can have. Computer skills include the
ability to use all of the functions of
software programs as well as to search
for information. Both of these skills
take a great deal of effort to acquire.
Excellent translators are very computer savvy in most cases.
Energy, vitality, and patience are
perhaps the most important and essential qualities in a translator.
Translations must be processed within
a limited time, so translation is always
a battle against time and deadlines.
Recently, large volume projects with
tight deadlines, especially from IT
related areas, have become a trend in
our translation business. As soon as
JLD Times Spring 2004

we receive a project, we must start in
on it, as if someone were timing us
with a stopwatch. This is due to the
shortening of product cycles, and the
cycle time from development to production, and also occurs because a
company’s first priority is to introduce
its products into the market as soon as
possible.
Does that mean the ability to translate quickly is one of the most important abilities in a translator? The answer
is both yes and no. If a translator
speeds up, more errors could result, and
quality could suffer. It is, of course,

better to be fast at translation than slow.
In order to speed up, we sometimes use
computer software functions for tasks
that we know computers can do better
and faster than people. The ability to
use this kind of software can be important in a translator’s continued success.
If these kinds of software are ignored,
translation jobs might eventually all be
outsourced to China and India. Such
trends are apparent already to some
extent. The ability to succeed globally
in the midst of worldwide competition
may be the true measure of the ability
of a translator.

Ken Sakai is President
of Pacific Dreams, a
company specializing in
technical Japanese <->
English translation and
interpretation, especially
in the field of semiconductors.

This article is reprinted with permission
from HonyakuTALK, the monthly e-mail
magazine of Pacific Dreams. Pacific
Dreams, Inc. is a translation company
based in Salem, Oregon. The company
website is at http://www.pacificdreams.org.

Ethics for Conscientious People
(Not Dummies)
By Gregor Hartmann

translation skills to the promulgation
of lies?
This incident started me thinking
about ethics. Without getting bogged
down in semantics, I think of ethics as
an informal code that helps me determine right and wrong in situations not
covered by official rules.
The ATA has a Code of Professional
Conduct and Business Practices, which
you may peruse at the ATA website. It
covers some obvious areas, such as
understanding your target language
and keeping client information confidential. It omits a lot, though, and I
think the JLD might benefit from discussing the gray areas.
For starters, I’d like to hear about
situations you’ve experienced personally or heard about that involve ethical
choices. Billing, client
relations, whatever. I
Get exposure for yourself or your company by
plan to anonymize these
buying a business-card-size ad in the JLD Times
and publish them in the
JLD Newsletter for
feedback. Eventually
I’d like to do some sort
of multiple-choice test
of what action you’d
For more information,
take in a given ethical
contact Irith Bloom at:
e-mail: music@despammed.com situation. The results
will be summarized and

I

’m no choirboy, but I think of
myself as a reasonably ethical person. So it came as a surprise when
another translator said, “I thought you
had more ethics than that.”
Here’s what happened. I translated a
patent for an agency. A few years went
by. Another agency in a different city
sent me the same patent to translate!
What are the odds of that? Anyway, I
dug out my old translation, checked to
make sure it was correct, and sent it in.
I was delighted to be paid twice for the
same piece of work.
I thought nothing of this, but when I
told my friend, I had my wrist slapped.
Interestingly, this same person translates for a revisionist group that is
rewriting the history of the Second
World War. Is it ethical to lend your

Your Business Card Here
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presented at the ATA Annual
Conference in Toronto this October
and published in the Newsletter.
Depending on how many people
respond, this may or may not be “statistically significant,” as the sociologists say. But at least it could provide
a sketch of ethical practice in the JLD
today.
I want to emphasize that I’m not
trying to position myself as an ethics
czar or something equally pretentious.
In many situations, two equally intelligent and conscientious people can take
opposite positions in good conscience.
My goal is to bring our private decision-making out into the open so that
we can benefit from our colleagues’
thinking about these serious matters.
(On a less lofty note, it should be
noted that under the ATA’s new continuing education system, ATA-certified
translators must earn continuing education points to keep their certification
current, and attending an ethics workshop at the ATA Annual Conference
counts toward this.)
You
can
e-mail
me
at
g.hartmann@att.net, call me at 201445-2940, or send mail to 137 Oak
Street, Ridgewood, NJ 07450.
Thank you for your assistance.
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Peer-reviewed list of “useful”
dictionaries/references (EN
JA)
By Akiko Sasaki-Summers

Excel
Finalxls.xls

Survey_Data_

Excel

Excel
Survey on
resources determining rendering
resource name
source (publisher/URL)

<>
90

JLD
61
Excel
Comments.doc

resource name
lisher/URL)
ments

source (pubComresourcename

A
B
C
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Helpful Misc
Word

Excel

Word
http://
www.sasakisummers.com/en/links.htm
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JLD
D

CD
JLD
D

JLD
Irith Bloom
JLD

Masako McMillan

Bi-directional

Diane Howard

Zip
Resource_Availability.xls
Honyaku
Monolingual English
Thesaurus
Monolingual Japanese
(Japaneseto-English character dictionary)
Misc.
Encyclopedia
Business Finance
Legal Patent Computer/IT/Telecom
Medical/Bio Science/Technology
(in general) Electric/Electronics
Semiconductor Machinery Chemistry
Manufacturing Automotive Mathematics Civil Engineering Technical
Translation (in general) Aviation
Misc.
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Akiko Sasaki-Summers is an ATA-accredited
English to Japanese translator with seven years of
translation experience as both a full-time freelancer and in-house translator. She has a B.A. in
English/Amer ican Literature from Doshisha
University in Kyoto, Japan. Her specialties include
software/web localization and marketing. She can
be reached at summers@dimensional.com.

Come to Yokohama for IJET!

T

he Fifteenth International Japanese/English Translation (IJET)
Conference organized by the Japan Association of Translators
(JAT) will be held in Yokohama City, Japan from May 22 to
May 23 this year. A plenary session and 18 individual presentations
are scheduled. This year’s plenary session will be a panel discussion
on the theme, “The Translator As an Entrepreneur,” and will feature
five panelists. A variety of individual sessions are also scheduled.
This annual conference is held alternately in Japan and elsewhere.
First held in 1990, it has evolved to become one of JAT’s most successful projects to date.
The IJET-15 Conference is open to all interested parties working
between Japanese and other languages. Registration is limited to a
maximum of 200 participants, however, and early registration is
encouraged. Details about the program, venue, and registration can
b e f o u n d a t t h e I J E T w e b s i t e , h t t p : / / w w w. j a t . o r g / i j e t / i j e t 15/index.html.
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